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About This Game

Welcome to SecondSpeed!

In the world full of pain and despair it is a luck indeed to see the light. Fortunately, there are plenty obstacles on the way, which
will not allow you to get there. The main of those are gravity and disorientation.

SecondSpeed is a single-player 3D platformer. Run, jump from the walls, fall, slide – do whatever you want!

Fluffy was peacefully working on his busineses, not disturbing anyone. But peace can not last forever. Fluffy could not even
notice the moment he got to some kind of cyber hell. From where he should find the exit somehow. He maybe could stay, but in

that middle of nowhere there was no even a drink!

Features:

Jump from the walls

Run on the walls

Slide on the walls

Mini-game
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Air controll
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Title: SecondSpeed
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Sports, Early Access
Developer:
izzYFoxDev, Panda2U
Publisher:
izzYFoxDev
Release Date: 12 May, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7,8,10; x64 Only

Processor: Core i3 or equal;

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 550Ti or equal;

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Russian
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sequel to dat strange game.. its awesome *____*
menu is working fine with arrows and "z" key, noobs.
sometimes i have such states of mind when i want and i will play this game.
ty Dylan for making such games, they're beautyfully strange and mindfull + blending with hardcore and past century design
p.s.: separate thanks for Sisters of the Amniotic Lens - dat is MASTERPIECE!. Pros:
Gaius Julius Caesar.
Seasons and Turns make sense in this DLC.
Delves a bit deeper than the base game into the gallic factions.
Fun to play, more immersive than the base game.

Cons:
Technology tree makes little sense, icons and buffs are strange.
Some path issues, funnelling a problem.

Overall: Second Best DLC you can own. Especially with all the new factions and units added.. I liked the story and the mini
games. I just think it needs to be a little harder and longer. Maybe more to it and different things to do (like different missions
for characters).. Im going to write a review for the Early Access version so first ill list off the bugs than i will review the game
its self, servers crash randomly making character creation not to work, game laggy or disconnecting. There is also a global FPS
drop for everyone. Game is also limited currently but is in EA.

PROS
- The old school POV, farming and playstyle makes for an enjoyable and refreshing experience
- Fast leveling, and simple concepts once understood
- Already has an extensive leveling tree and late game creatures
- Large Map

CONS
- Large Map
- Random Spawns, meaning if theres aton of players recourses will be a pain to collect
- Map is uselss and can get lost easily
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- Limited Features, grinding is the main part of the game currently although there is said to be dungeons, (i have explored the
entire map, havnet found much, just some random decorations and high level farming areas). 15 defence is sliding action
specific puzzle. Yout task is to fend off the attacks of different types by sliding jellyfishes, mollusks and snails in one line wuth
enemy. Graphics is quite stylish, MIDI music and sound are simple but good.
15 defence is a good game for the very low price and with trading cards.. Playing as a Space Marine and experiencing the might
of the Adeptus Astartes is relly fun... but what if you could become even more powerful? This DLC allows you to play as one of
the most iconic Space Marines units - the Dreadnought.

Dreadnought is one huge killing machine. It deals deadly instakill melee attacks, bears mighty Assaultcannon (or Reaper
Autocannon) and meltagun. The only quick way to deal with this thing is to grab meltagun or thunderhammer but even if you do
it - don't expect an easy fight. Dreadnought may be a big and slow taget but it's better to stay out of it's sight.. Absolutely
bugged, from the beginning to the end.
Nothing more to say.. As a 3D platformer-fan I really enjoy this a lot! Entertaining and challenging 3D Platformer with
awesome graphics similar to Luckys Tale and Yooka-Laylee. The vivid and cute environments are very immersive in VR and I
love the 3rd person perspective view from above.

My first VR gameplay: https:\/\/youtu.be\/kZljyzKG5SQ

Pros and cons:
+ Graphics are awesome, sharp and polished
+ Background music is lovely and differs for every level
+ Challenging gameplay, but not too difficult and not frustrating
+ Ability to control 2 characters at the same time (great and unique idea!)
+ 3rd person view is comfortable and very immersive in VR
+ Playing with PS4 Gamepad works perfect
+ Good amount of levels available (close to 30 at least) so probably many gameplay hours
+ Great performance and perfect frame rate all the time
+ Could not found any glitches\/bugs
+ Value. Very low price for so much fun gameplay!

- Maybe too much shallow depth of field on distance. Looks artistic but somehow I would prefer higher distance of view
- No multiplayer yet
- More collectibles besides coins and diamonds would be nice

All in all, a very nice VR experience for all ages, and especially kids and 3d platformer fans will love this. Both thumbs up!

Cheers
SweViver

. I have really enjoyed this point'n'click detective game. It is very atmosperic, if somewhat clichéd. The puzzles are logical and
entertaining, and they are not frustratingly difficult. I would really recommend this game for fans of puzzle/pnc games and PI
stories.

Pros
Story
Atmosphere
Humor
Music
Voice Acting- if you watch a 1940s movine thats how they talks
Graphics
Steam trading cards

Cons
Screen resolution. Legit one of the satisfying games I've ever played. Hunting for Grimores and Tomes to maximize your loot
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gains are extremely exciting. When you're in the middle of a huge horde and everyone is low health and somebody on comms is
screaming "DROP THE F***ING GRIMS"...damn son. It just doesn't get much better than that. The combat is fast and brutal.
If you get high enough level for heroic deeds, prepare your a**hole because this game is brutally hard on champion. You
actually have to be good at the game to live through it. You can't just rely on being "hella geared" to make it through a champion
mission.

 The "rolling for loot" feature is an awesome homage to tabletop players everywhere. You can re-roll your enchantments on your
weapons and gear to make your c.r.e.a.m. dreams come true, and it still won't be enough to secure that heroic deed - I guarantee
it.

The ONLY thing that makes this game suck sometimes is the people who play it. Don't be
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 and don't run off alone, please.
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Not a bad puzzle game in all honesty. I enjoyed it. The puzzles become increasingly difficult as the game progresses which is
nice, should offer more of a challenge. Pretty anime girls are decently rendered and you can unlock new outfits for them every
few levels which is kind of cool. I would not call this game amazing or anything but it was good, well worth what it cost. I'd give
it a 7 out of 10, well worth it.. Recommended. Not going to play for hours on end, but fun if you have a few minutes to kill.. A
lot of fun!. This isn't Early Access to get "community feedback", at best it's a way too early pre-alpha build that was released by
accident. More likely it is another "give us all your money"-game that will never see proper development. Every promise this
game has given is a joke, it might get close to some of the promises at some point, but probably not.

Do you want a open world MMO with a player controlled open world, you probably already know about Identity. This is to
Identity what Burstfire is to Rainbow Six: Siege - just way too rushed out and not at all close to feeling playable.. I feel really
sorry to write this. But the game is uplayable if you are using HTC VIVE. It has loads of bugs, and has no support of vive
controllers. How can I get the refund?. BRAVO! Wow, I thoroughly enjoyed this game. I just finished it and started to tear up at
the end. The story, art, music and puzzles work marvelously together. I am so impressed by how well thought out the entire
game was. The puzzles were logical and challenging. I loved that I had to write things down with a pen and paper and really use
my brain! Thank you for this breath of fresh air, please make more games like this!!!. other cars passed inside the traffic like
ghost cars.

broken and bit 90s games like.

i cant recommend this game :). Just finished Runeous: Part One. It's cetainly left me wanting more. I enjoyed it - the artwork is
fairly unique and the music is perfect, plus it's free! Took me about 20 - 25 mins to get through. Looking forward to Part Two..
very realistic graphics, immersive and fun gameplay, and a great story. this game is ♥♥♥♥ing amazing.. Its a sweet DLC
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